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God's Blessings Continue to Flow: 
MIRACLE OF QURAN EXPLODES, 
SOON OVERWHELMS THE WORLD 

New discoveries have added even more power to 
the already overwhelming Miracle of the Quran. 

At this stage, the Miracle is unstoppable. God's 
enemies who are trying frantically to oppose this 
"one of the greatest miracles of God" (74:35). have 
now plunged in a quick sand syndrome: the more 
thev kick and scream, the more miracles are sent 
do� from God to plunge them deeper into 
hypocrisy and disbelief. 

A true Muslim from Nigeria. Brother Ahmed 
Yusuf, whom I consider to be God's ambassador to 
Nigeria. made the following profound discovery: 
[1] Put all suras of Quran in front of you (mentally). 
[2] Assign to Sura 1 a value of "1." 
[3] Add the number of Sura 1 to the number of 
Sura 2. and you get 3. Put the value of Sura 2 as "3." 
[3] Add the value of Sura 2 to the number of Sura 
3 and you get "6," the value for Sura 3. 
[ 4] Add the value of Sura 3 to the number of Sura 
4 and you get "10," the value of Sura 4. 
[5] Add the value of Sura 4 to the number of Sura 
5 and you get "15," the value for Sura 5. 
[6] Go on doing the same thing for all suras of the 
Quran. Now you have a value for every sura. 
{7] Separate the 29 initialed suras. These suras and 
their values are as follows: 

Sura 2=3 3=6 7=28 10=55 11=66 12=78 
13=91 14=105 15=120 19=190 20=210 
26 =351 27 =378 28 =406 29=435 30=465 
31=496 32=528 36=666 38=741 40=820 
4!=861 42=903 43=946 44=990 45=1035 
46= 1081 50= 1275 68=2346. 

[8] Add the values for all 29 initialed suras, and you 
get 15675. which is a multiple of 19 
( 15675 = 19x825). 
[9] Add the values for the 85 un-initialed suras and 
you get 237785, which equals 19x 12515. 

ALL\HU AKBAR. 
Congratulations to Brother Ahmed Yusuf. 
Brother Ahmed Yusuf was also guided by God 

to make a number of observations and profound 
discoveries. For example. he looked at the 14 let· 

ters that make up the various sets of Ouranic ini
tials, namelv, A. L. M, S (Saad), R. K. H (HaJ, Y. 
'A ('Ayn), T, S (Seen), H. Q, and N. He then multi
plied the frequency of occurrence of each letter by 
its gematrical value. For example, the letter A 
(Alef). occurs 17152 times in its 13 initialed suras. 
You multiply 17152 by "1" which is Alefs gematri
cal value. You do this with every Quranic initial. 
and the grand total is added to the total occurrence 
of the 14 sets of initials. and the sum of totals 
comes to 1089479, which equals 19x5i34 l. 

The following new discovery is yet another huge 
nail in the coffin of the false injections 9: 128-129: 
[1] Take all the verses from the missing ··msmillah� 
of Sura 9 to the extra "Bismillah" of Sura 27. 
[2] Add the sura number to its number of verses. 
Remember to take the true number of verses of 
Sura 9, i.e., 127, and only 29 verses from Sura 27. 
since the extra "Bismillah" occurs in 27:30. 
[3] Add the sum of verse numbers for each sura 
( 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n, where n =the number of verses 
in the sura). 
[�] The grand total for all the verses. from 9:1 to 
27:29 is 119966, or 19x6314. 
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. NE\V DISCOVERY 

:•ll Consider tne 14 letters that participate in 
_
the 

· uranic Initials: A (Alef), L (Lam), M (MeemJ, � 
! )aad), R (Ra), K (Kaf), H (Heh), Y (Ya), 'A 
, Ayn), T (Ta), S (Seen), J:I (�a), 0 (Oat), & N 
'u�). Add the gematrical value of each letter to 

· e number of the first sura where the letter ap
::ars as an initial. The grand total is 988, 19x52: 
----------------------------------------------------------------

'� :c.l Gematrical First Sura 

r�eO 
Value Where it Occurs 

------ -----------------�--

1 + 2 
I (Lam) 30 + 2 
If (Meem) 40 + 2 

I 
(Saad) 90 + 7 

. (Ra) 200 + 10 
(Kaf) 20 + 19 

. (Heh) 5 + 19 
(Ya) 10 + 19 

\('Ayn) 70 + 19 
(Ta) 9 + 20 1 (Seen) 60 + 26 
(HHa) 8 + 40 

i (Oaf) 100 + 42 
(!"uN) 50 + 68 

1---------
693 + 295 

693 + 295 = 988 = l 9x52. 
.. so: 693 + 29 (initialed suras) = 722 = 19xl9x2. 

NEW DISCOVERY 

� In the first column. put the 14 letters of the 
Jranic Initials. See Table below. 
; In the second column, put the number of occur

, �ces of the letter as an initial. For example, the 
''.ter "X' (Alef) occurs as an initial in 13 sums. 
: Add the number of suras where this letter oc

."rs as an initial, plus their numbers (2 + 3 + 7 + ... ). 
l The grand total is 2033, or 19x107. 

itfal No. of Total of Cumulative 
:tter Occurrences Sura #s Total 

---------- -----------

(Aler) 13 209 222 
. !Lam) 13 209 444 
: (�1eem) 17 502 963 
·Sa3d) ... 64 1030 .,, 
1 Ra) 6 75 1111 
·L:.i1 1 19 1131 

H (Heh) 2 39 1172 
Y (Ya) 2 55 1229 
'A 'Ayn) 2 61 1292 
T(Ta) 4 101 1397 
S (Seen) 5 159 1561 
H (Ha) 7 301 1869 
0 (Oat) 2 92 1963 
N (NuN) 2 68 2033 
---- ------- -----------------------------------------------------· 

2033 = 19x107 

NEW DISCOVERY 

All these discoveries, by the way, are Abdullat 
Arik's---unless otherwise specified. 
[1] Take the 29 initialed suras. 
[2] Add the sura number+ the gematrical value ol 
its initials {A.L.M. value = 71, for example). 
[3] Add the total gematrical value of all i��ti:I� i� 
the sura (for "A" in Sura 2, 4502xl & for L it H 
3202x30, & so on). [4] Do this for all 29 suras. 
[5] The grand total is 1051726, or 19x55354. 

NEW DISCOVERY 

[1] Take all 14 Ouranic Initials. 
[2] Add the sura number where the letter occurs a� 
an initial+ the verse number where it occurs+ the 
frequency of occurrence of the letter i� the 
sura +the number of the first sura where it oc· 
curs+ the total gematrical value (for example "A' 
occurs in 13 suras, & the total gematrical value 
would be 13xl = 13). 
[3] The Grand Total for all letters in the 29 ini· 
tialed suras is 47158, or 19x2482. 

The Following New Discoveries Were 
Made by Brother Mahmoud Abib of 
Masjid Tucson: · 

[1] Assume that Sura 9 consists of 129 verses. 
[2] Take all suras which contain Verse 129 (Sura� 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 ' 20, 26, & 37). 
[3] Add the sura numbers; you get 114. . [4] Add the 129 verses of the 9 suras menuonec 
above; you get 1161. 
[5] Add 114+1161;you get 1275. 
[6] Remove the two false injections (9:128 & 129). 
and you get 1273, or 19x67. See also 1273 below. 

Repeat [1] thru [5] above for all suras containing 
Verse 128. The Total= 1410. If you remove Sura S 
& its 128, you get a grand total of 1273, 19x67. 

1410 - (9+ 128) = 1410 - 1 37 = 1 273 = 19x67. 



MORE MIRACLES DISCOVERED 

Brother Mahmoud Abib made the following addi
tional discoveries, all of which expose 9:128-129 as 
false injections. Sura 9 consists of 127 verses: 
[1] Take all the suras where the number of verses 
ends with the digit 17." 
[2] You will find 7 such suras. These 7 suras and 
their number of verses are shown below: 

Sura Number 

1 
9 

25 
26 
45 
86 

107 

299 

Number of Verses 
--------------------

7 
127 
77 

227 
37 
17 
7 

499 

299 + 499 = 798 = 19 x 42 
Of course, if Sura 9 had 129 verses: no miracle. 

NEW DISCOVERY 

There are specific suras where the digits of the sura 
number and the number of verses add up to 1119.11 

The first sura in this group is Sura 9. Since the num
ber of verses in this sura is 127, the digits 
9+1+2+7=19. The other suras that possess this 
quality are Sura 22 (78 verses), 26 (227 verses), 45 
(55 verses), 64 (18 verses), 72 (28 verses), 77 (50 
verses), 78 (40 verses), and Sura 84 (25 verses). 
When you add all the sura numbers and the num
ber of verses in them, the total comes to 1216, or 
19x64. You can easily see that if Sura 9 had 129 ver
ses, the whole system would collapse. 
------------------------------------------------------------------

NEW DISCOVERY 

There are certain suras where the number of verses 
consists of 3 digits. These suras and their number 
of verses are: 2 (286 verses), 3 (200), 4 (176), 5 
(120), 6 (165), 7 (206), 9 (127), 10 (109), 11 (123), 
12 (111), 16 (128), 17 (111), 18 (110), 20 (135), 21 
( 112), 23 ( 118), 26 (227), and Sura 37 ( 182 verses). 
When we add the sura numbers of all these suras 
(2+3+4+5+6+7+9+10+ 11+12+16+ 17+18+ 
20+21 +23+26+37), we get 247, or 19x13. Now, 
let us add the last digit in all the verse numbers (6 

+0+6+0+5+6+7+9+3+1+8+1+0+5+2+8 
+ 7 + 2 = 76 = 19x4. Of course, if Sura 9 h:is C9 
verses, this phenomenon would disappear. 
---- --

NEW DISCOVERY 

[1] Sura 9 is an un-initialed sura. Take all 85 un-ini
tialed suras. Calculate the sum of verse numbers in 
each sura (1 +2+3+ ••• +n). 
[2] If you consider Sura 9 to consist of 127 verses, 
the Grand Total is 147877, or 19x7783. 
____ , ______________ , 

NEW DISCOVERY 

[1] The false injections are verses 128 & 129 of 
Sura 9. The digits here are 1, 1, 2, 2, 8, & 9. 
[2] Take all the verses of the Quran from 1: 1 to 
114:6. Look at all the verse numbers. 
[3] Add all the "l's" your eyes see, all the "2's", all 
the "S's", and all the 119's." 

[4] The Grand total, if you consider Sura 9 to have 
127 verses, is 5928, 19x312. Of course, if you in
cluded 128 and 129, the total would be 5928 + 
1+2+8+1+2+9 = 5951,notamultipleof19. 
-------

NEW DISCOVERY 

The Quran contains suras whose numbers are odd, 
and their number of verses is odd or even. Also, 
the even numbered suras may contain an odd num
ber of verses, or an even number of verses. Thus, 
there are only 4 possible combinations: Odd & 

Odd, Odd & Even, Even & Odd, and Even & 

Even. Sura 9 belongs in the Odd & Odd category 
since it is an Odd-numbered sura with an odd num
ber of verses (127). Take all the odd-numbered , 
suras which contain an odd number of verses. � 
These suras and their verse numbers are: Sura 1 ( 7 i 
Verses), 9 (127), 11 ( 123 ), 13 ( 43 ), 15 ( 99), 17 , 
(111), 25 (77), 27 (93), 29 (69), 33 (73). 35 (45), 39 i.'lf (75), 43 (89), 45 (37), 57 (29), 63 (11), 81 (29), 87 
(19), 91 (15), 93 (11), 97 (5), 101 (11), 103 (3), 105 � 
(5), 107 (7), 111 (5), and 113 (5). If you add all 
these numbers, the Grand Total is 2774, 19x146. Of 
course, if you take Sura 9 as consisting of 129 ver
ses, this remarkable phenomenon would be 
destroyed. {End Mahmoud Abib's discoveries.} 
Due to lack of space, I will publish an awesome 
new discovery by Abdullah Arik in the January 

issue IN SHAA ALLAH. 

ALLA.HU AKBAR 
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The Quran Declares: IF YOU DISBELIEVE IN 
GOD'S MESSENGER OF THE COVENANT 

YOU ARE NO LONGER A MUSLIM 
Read it for yourself: 
[1] Verse 81 of Sura 3 clearly informs us that after 
all the prophets (Nabis) have come to this world, 
and all the scriptures have been delivered, the Mes
senger of the Covenant (Rasool) will be sent to 
confirm all the prophets, remove all innovations, 
and restore all the scriptures. 
[2] Verses 33:7 and 33:40 tell us that the Prophet 
�Iuhammad was the final prophet, not the final 
messenger, that Muhammad was one of the 
prophets who made the pledge to believe in and 
support God's Messenger of the Covenant, and 
that God's Messenger of the Covenant will come 
after Muhammad. 

[3] Verse 82 of Sura 3 infonns us that anyone who 
rejects the Quranic truth predicting the advent of 
God's Messenger of the Covenant (as stated in 
3:81) is an evil person. Read it for yourself. 
[4] The next verse, 3:83, tells us that the rejectors 
of God's Messenger of the Covenant do not belong 
in God's religion (Islam). Read it for yourself. 
[5] The next verse, 3:84, commands us to make no 
distinction among God's messengers. 
[6] The next verse, 3:85, emphasizes that the rejec
tors of God's Messenger of the Covenant are no 
longer Muslims. Read it for yourself. 
[7] Please note that the total of these numbers 
(3 +81 +82+83 +84 +85) is 418, or 19x22. 

At the Annual Meeting of Orientalists: 
MOHAMMEDANS FIGHT GOD'S MIRACLE 

At the 1988 meeting of the American Middle East 
Studies Association, Beverly Hills, California, 
November 1988, Dr. Ernest Hamilton of the 
Chicago Theological Seminary presented a paper 
entitled: 'The Quran: A Message & a Methodol
ogy". In this paper, Dr. Hamilton basically stated 
that the Quran is the product of "Muhammad's in
ternal halucinations," and that the Quran is 11fal
lible." Immediately after Hamilton's paper, I 
presented my paper on the Computer Analysis of 
the Quran·s text, and I proved beyond doubt both 
the divine source and perfect preservation of the 

Quran. Can you guess who the Mohammedan 
scholars attacked??!! Yes, they attacked God's 
miracle, not Dr. Hamilton. Dr. Assad Basool and 
his cronies from the American Islamic College, also 
of Chicago, attacked me instead of Hamilton!!! 
Basool claimed that every letter with a 11shaddah" 
must be counted as two letters. Thus, the con
clusion according to Basool is: 'There is no mathe
matical miracle in the Quran!!!" Basool is that 
enemy of God who insists that "Muhammad" must 
be written with 5 Arabic letters!!!! Please read 
19:68-70 & 41 :28; also 23: 110. 


